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**The below communication contains important clarifications on updated masking requirements**

● Are masks completely optional now?
○ No. Governor Murphy’s Executive Order No. 175 remains in effect. The excessive heat

situation during this time of year is the reason for Governor Murphy’s announcement, which
made it clear that it is each school district’s responsibility to ensure that staff and students
are protected from excessive heat situations that may have an adverse impact on their
health.  As stated in yesterday’s communication, students and staff are permitted to remove
their masks both indoors and outdoors “due to the extreme heat inherent to our area
during this time of the year” when “wearing a mask would inhibit an individual’s
health.”

● What is the default expectation for mask wearing?
○ By default, individuals must continue to wear masks while on school property during the

school day unless the heat conditions would have an impact on their health.

● When are individuals allowed to remove their masks?
○ During periods of extreme heat when wearing a mask would inhibit an individual’s

health.

● Aren’t our buildings air conditioned?
○ While our buildings are air conditioned, due to the extreme heat conditions outdoors even

functioning air conditioning units may experience inconsistency in their ability to effectively
cool the classrooms.   In addition, students who participate in activities outdoors during the
day and then move back into their classrooms--even those classrooms that have functioning
air conditioning--may require a period of adjustment until their bodies are able to effectively
regulate their internal temperatures.

● How will an area within a building be designated an “extreme heat” area?
○ The district cannot reasonably declare which areas of a school building are considered to be

excessively hot at any given moment.  To implement a classroom-based or activity-based
policy that would require us to consistently monitor the temperatures in each of our
classrooms throughout the school day and make on-the-spot determinations for those
individual spaces as to whether masks should be worn or not is not a practical solution nor
is it conducive to an effective learning environment. In addition, some individuals may
become overheated much more quickly than others.

● What if an individual is feeling overheated in an otherwise comfortable temperature?
○ The situational removal of masks under the relevant exceptions identified within Governor

Murphy’s Executive Order is tied directly to heat conditions.  If a student is in an
environment where the temperature is successfully maintained at moderate levels, and that
student still feels overheated, then that student would either be provided with a mask break
(as has been our protocol since the beginning of the year) or, if necessary, checked by the
School Nurse to ensure that there are no other health-based reasons why the student is
feeling overheated in what would reasonably be considered an otherwise comfortable
climate.

https://nj.gov/infobank/eo/056murphy/pdf/EO-175.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h9UG1ISU0B6VmC83WpBjQ7_6ka1E8dMMzsazMz59jxo/edit?usp=sharing

